
Misc.(Bail) Case No.  422 /2021 and 467/2021 
 

O  R  D  E  R 
 

10-12-2021    Seen the petition No. 1262/21  dated 11-11-2021 filed 

by one Hazarat Ali seeking bail for accused Akkash Ali and petition 

No. 1502/21 dated 06-12-2021 filed by one Parbina Khatoon 

seeking bail for accused Ruhul Amin @ Rubul, in connection with 

Chariduar PS Case No. 191/21 u/s 25(1- A)/ 35 of Arms Act.  

   I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both 

sides.  I have also gone through the contents of the bail petition.       

   The record reveals that case diary has been called thrice 

in bail application No. 422/21 and once in bail application No. 

467/21, however I.O. failed to submit the case diary even today. 

   Having considered the contents of FIR, it appears that 

accused Ruhul Amin was arrested by police in connection with 

Chariduar PS Case No. 170/21 and 171/21 and he admitted during 

interrogation that he had one pistol not two and he gave the pistol 

to Akkash Ali to hide it somewhere. Accordingly, police investigated 

the case and on 15-10-21 at about 9.30 P.M. having got the 

information that Akkas Ali was in his residence, police rushed there 

and recovered one 0.32 pistol along with six life magazines kept 

hide under ground. Hence, the case.       

     Learned counsel for the State Mr. Munin Chandra 

Baruah submitted that case diary has not yet been received and 

case against accused is serious in nature.     

   On the other hand, learned counsel appearing for the 

accused persons by drawing the attention of the court submitted 

that I.O. failed to submit case diary. Moreover, so far accused 

spent 58 days in judicial custody. In this case, the statutory period 

of detention is 60 days. Now, there is nothing remains to be 



investigated. Therefore, detention of the accused persons in Jail is 

not necessary for the purpose of investigation.    

   Perusal of record reveals that both the accused were 

arrested by police on 16-10-2021 and so far no prayer has been 

made by I.O. requiring the accused persons in custody for the 

purpose of further investigation of the case.  

   Situated thus, looking into the aspect of the period of 

detention in judicial custody and also considering the fact that 

investigation of the case might have been completed by this time, 

both the accused Akkash Ali and Ruhul Amin @ Rubul are enlarged 

on bail of Rs. 20,000/- (Rupees Twenty thousand) only each with 

one local surety each of like amount to the satisfaction of learned 

Eleka Magistrate.   

   The bail applications are accordingly stands disposed 

off.            

    

 
           (C.B. Gogoi) 

            Sessions Judge,  
                             Sonitpur,Tezpur. 


